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INTRODUCTION
In large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition, contextdependent phone models are imperatively needed to cope with coarticulation effects. Triphone models are widely used a s they capture the most important left and right influences. However, even when using large acoustic databases, many triphones that occur during recognition have not been o b served in the training data [l]. The problem of these called 'tnseen" triphones is particularly acute when modeling cross-word contexts but appears also to be important for within-word triphones when decoding proceeds in very large vocabularies that include rare or proper names.
The key problem addressed in this paper is to supply a bottom-up statetying technique with generalization capabilities, i.e. with the ability of finding a "good" model for an unseen context. The usual way of handling rare contexts with bottom-up statetying consists in backing-off to less specific models like diphones or monophones [2] . This strategy leads to models with a lower accuracy, particularly when resorting to monophones that are obtained by p o o k g rarely seen contexts together. Moreover, it requires some careful tuning for selecting the most useful contexts based on a minimum number of occurrences in training script [3] .
So far, this generalization problem has been mainly solved using decision-trees [4] [I] [SI that proceed "topdownn by going from less-to more specific contexts through successive (binary) splitting steps. In contrast, bottom-up techniques start from the most detailed level and aim at building robust entities by means of a merging process typically based on agglomerative clustering.
Decision trees are constructed data-drivenly guided by linguistic questions that introduce some a priori phonetic knowledge. This elegant and powerful technique has proven to yield impressive results [SI. However, the topdown split strategy might lead to a far from optimal classifier because of premature data fragmentation [I] . Furthermore, generalization foUows from using binary 'yesjno' questions that always lead to a leave i.e. a particular model. Hence, the quality of the generalization partly depends on the nature of the questions. For example, if all questions about the immediate left and right contexts involve a single phoneme (not a group of similar phones), decision trees produce on a datadriven fashion nothing but generalization in terms of left-or right-diphones and monophones.
This paper presents an extension of the now standard bottom-up statetying technique [6] towards improved handling of unseen triphones. The basic idea k to exploit the mformation encoded into the occurrences of pairs of left (right) contexts that are grouped in the same cluster of triphone states for predicting the cluster membership of a new context. A similar approach has been described in [7] for improving the coverage of trained triphone models on unlimited vocabulary test-sets. However, diphones and monophones are still needed to provide back-off models. Besides, no evaluation of this technique has been given. Our new algorithm is fully data-driven and no longer requires consid&g less spedfic contexts like diphones or monophones whatsoever. Any triphone context occurring in the training data is taken into account and all acoustic models are designed for groups of triphone states with specific left and right contexts.
The ament paper is organized as follows. The algorithm producing dusters of tied states is first reviewed. Next, the extensions made in both training and decoding procedures are explained. In particular, we present the construction of a probabilistic mapping of unseen contexts to clusters of triphone states being observed in the training data. Results are given for 3 languages with vocabulary sizes ranging from ?Ok to 641( and comparisons are made with our "best-tuned" re- 
Training of Rarely SEEN Triphones
This tying algorithm has been shown to significantly improve our acoustic modeling by allowing thrice as many triphones being selected and robustly trained [2] . However, rarely seen triphones (with typically 10 occurrences or less) appeared to be not properly handled as they led to non homogeneous clusters with degraded recognition performance. This is partly due t o the poor estimation of their mean vector, inherent to the lack of data for such "sparse" acoustic events, but also due to the furthest neighbor criterion which seems inappropriate in this case. T h i s problem has been greatly alleviated by considering a different metric for pdrs of clusters involving one "sparse" cluster K , ( 
KJ :
According to (2), a rarely seen triphone state might be clustered based on the L1 distance between its (single) mean vector mr and the nearest mean vector characterizing a non-rare state in the second cluster K,. Under these specified conditions, this metric does not lead to elongated clusters typical of the "chaining effect" that motivates the use of a furthest neighbor criterion (see [9] , pp. 233). In our system, this modification leads to improved mixture density modeling of the obtained tied states as indicated by average likelihood score values.
Decoding with UNSEEN Triphones
Using the training procedure described above, a limited number of mixtures (see 3.3) succeeds in modeling the many thousands of seen triphones, a great deal of which occurs less than 5 or 10 times. However, unseen triphones have to be mapped in some way to appropriate acoustic models so that the system can successfully decode words carrying new phonetic contexts.
Probabilistic mapping of unseen triphonestates
Let c{l + r}s denote a triphone state where c is the central phone, 1 and.r are resp. the left and right phonetic contexts and s is the state index. Our acoustic models are 3-states left-to-right HMMs, hence s E {1,2,3}. Let Tr be the set of all possible triphone states and Tr" the set of triphone states obseruedin the training data. The set of unseen triphone states Tr" is then given by : Tr" = Tr\Tr".
The outcome of the tying process is a partition of Tr" in terms of IVK dusters Ki, i = 1, NK where each seen triphone state tro belongs to one and only one cluster K1 c Tr".
Our solution consists m searching among the available set of tied states for those that correspond best to the unseen triphones. More precisely, an unseen triphone state tr" is assigned to one of the trained clusters K according to the probab~stic rule : k = a r g m p P ( K I t r u )
and the corresponding tied-state HMM of k is used for tr".
The probability of cluster membership P(K1tr') can be expressed in terms of triphone elements :
where e" represents the (unknown) contribution of all unseen triphones and is supposed to have a negligible influence on k as given by (3) .
Assuming that the cluster membership is deterministic for each seen triphone tto3 P(ICltr", tr') is either zero or one and (3) becomes :
t T € h * t+€K the factor l/P(tru) being removed as it is independent of K.
Given two triphone states tr = c{l+r}s and tr' = c{I'+r'}s related to the same center and state, P(tr, tr') represents a similarity measure that can be further factorized into
This last approximation rests upon the assumption that left and right contextual influences are independent of each other which is of course not exactly right. However, t h i s simplification is needed to achieve generalization capabilities and is somewhat analog to the use of questions concerning the where #Tr" is the total number of observed triphone states and #K the number of triphone states in cluster K.
. 3 . Practical implementation & added heuristics
Several additional heuristics have been introduced for performing the first experiments described in the next section.
Their exact impact is not hown yet and is being systematically investigated.
In (4), the sum has been replaced by the maximum.
A positive bias has been introduced to emphasize the role of the left (right) context when handling the first (last) state of an unseen triphone. The probability values of cluster membership in (4) are subjected to a minimum threshold to ensure that decisions are based on a significant number of observations.
When it is not possible to find a "hostn cluster satisfying the latter constraint, the dependency upon the central phone in (5) is relaxed by taking a weighted average over all base phones : P,(r, r ' ) = cc PC,,(r, r') P ( c ) and similarly for the state dependency.
0 In case of failure, a set of broad phonetic rules is eventually applied to assign the unseen triphone to the least different observed context. Note however that in our experiments this ultimate choice has never been used as it was unnecessary.
Here follow typical examples of generalization automatically produced by our system when applied to American English. Among all unseen triphones arising while decoding, the algorithm succeeds in finding for 90% of the cases a cluster that includes either left or right phone context of the missing triphone. In this case, generalization thus consists in replacing only one, left or right, symbol with a context that has proven to be similar for the same base phone and state.
Other non-trivial generalizations involving distinct left and right contexts are given in the table below together with word examples carrying the respective unseen and seen triphones. Table 2 below provides information about the phonetic richness of the databases used for training the acoustic models. 
Acoustic Training Databases

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
As a first advantage, the new technique makes training easier and more reliable by getting rid of any context selection rule based on minimum number of occurrences. Next, the algorithm is able to correctly handle all unseen triphones needed during decoding and achieves performances that are a t least as good as our "best tuned" results obtained with the standard diphone/monophone back-off rules. Our current work aims at further improving the generalization capabilities and at comparing them with the (popular) deosion tree technique, especially for handling cross-word triphones. 
